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Abstract

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is the most common gynecologic malignancy. To identify the micro-ribonucleic acids
(miRNAs) expression profile in EOC tissues that may serve as a novel diagnostic biomarker for EOC detection, the expression
of 1722 miRNAs from 15 normal ovarian tissue samples and 48 ovarian cancer samples was profiled by using a quantitative
real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) assay. A ten-microRNA signature (hsa-miR-1271-5p, hsa-miR-574-3p, hsa-miR-
182-5p, hsa-miR-183-5p, hsa-miR-96-5p, hsa-miR-15b-5p, hsa-miR-182-3p, hsa-miR-141-5p, hsa-miR-130b-5p, and hsa-miR-
135b-3p) was identified to be able to distinguish human ovarian cancer tissues from normal tissues with 97% sensitivity and
92% specificity. Two miRNA clusters of miR183-96-183 (miR-96-5p, and miR-182, miR183) and miR200 (miR-141-5p, miR200a,
b, c and miR429) are significantly up-regulated in ovarian cancer tissue samples compared to those of normal tissue
samples, suggesting theses miRNAs may be involved in ovarian cancer development.
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Introduction

Ovarian Cancer (OC), one of the three gynecologic malignan-

cies, is the seventh most common cancer among women

worldwide [1]. Inheritance of high-penetrance cancer susceptibil-

ity genes such as mutated BRCA1 or BRCA2 and/or Lynch

syndrome-associated mutations pose an increased risk of develop-

ing OC [2]. Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (EOC) accounts for about

80–90% of OCs [3]. EOC is the most lethal gynecologic

malignancy in Western countries [4]. In the United States of

America (USA), EOC caused almost 15,500 deaths in 2012 [5].

There are only a few effective biomarkers and therapies for EOC

[6–8], and EOC’s early detection still remains a challenge for

oncologists. The 5-year survival rate of more than 70% of patients

with advanced-stage EOC is only 35% [5]. No effective screening

method to detect early-stage OC with high specificity and

sensitivity is currently available, and cancer antigen-125 together

with transvaginal ultrasonography can detect only 30–45% of

patients with early-stage disease [9]. Albeit deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) methylation biomarkers play a promising role in detecting

EOC, there is still a huge need to identify potential biomarkers

with high specificity and sensitivity. The analytical techniques also

need to be standardized in order to improve detection, optimize

treatment, and achieve desirable patient outcomes [10].

The role of micro-ribonucleic acids (miRNAs) in OC has gained

recent attention, since they offer novel strategies for prevention,

early detection, diagnosis, and treatment. They play important

roles in essential processes such as cell differentiation, growth, and

apoptosis [11,12]. Aberrant expression or mutation of miRNAs in

cancers indicated their potential to act as a novel class of

oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes based on their targets [13].

Since miRNAs could be isolated and detected from tissue and

blood samples, peripheral blood-derived miRNAs were used as

novel circulating biomarkers for OC [14]. In most published

studies, miRNA expression was profiled by miRNA microarray

and confirmed by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR).

The present study conducted a genome-wide tissue miRNA

expression profiling by quantitative real-time PCR reaction. A

profile of 10 tissue miRNAs was found, which may serve as a

biomarker for EOC and contribute to better understanding of the

mechanism of ovarian tumor genesis and development.

Materials and Methods

Collection of OC tissue samples
Normal epithelial ovarian tissue samples (N samples) (n = 15)

and malignant epithelial ovarian tissue samples (C samples)

(n = 48) were collected at Zhongshan Hospital of Fudan Univer-

sity, Shanghai, China. The 48 malignant epithelial ovarian tissue

samples (C samples) included 41 epithelial ovarian carcinoma

samples (CE samples) and 7 epithelial ovarian cancer borderline

tissue samples (CB samples). The 48 malignant epithelial ovarian

tissue samples were of different cell types: 29 serous, 6 mixed

epithelial, 6 endometrioid, 1 adenocarcinoma (not otherwise

specified), 4 clear cells, and 2 mucinous carcinomas. All tissue

samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen after being

removed from body and stored at 280uC for long term storage.

Written informed consents were obtained from all subjects, and
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the study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of

Zhongshan Hospital. The demographics and clinical features of

the patients and normal controls are listed in Table 1.

miRNA isolation
Total RNA was isolated from ,50 mg of frozen tissue with

miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, USA) per manufacturer’s instructions.

The quality of the isolated RNA was detected by agarose gel

electrophoresis, and the quantity was analyzed by an ultraviolet

spectrophotometric method using Biomate3 (Thermo Scientific,

USA). The total RNAs with sharp bands of 18S rRNA and 28S

rRNA are considered non-degraded and used for miRNA

profiling.

Addition of Poly(A) tails and reverse transcription
The purified total RNA (including small RNA) was diluted to

125 ng/ml with 0.1x RNA storage buffer (Ambion, USA)

containing 0.1% Tween-20 (Sigma). miRNAs were added a poly(A)

tail and reverse transcripted into cDNA using Sharpvue miRNA

First Strand Kit (Biovue, Shanghai, China) per the instructions in the

kit. The concentration of total RNA in the reaction of addition of

poly(A) tails and reverse transcription is 50 ng/ml.

Real-time PCR
The synthesized miRNA cDNA was mixed with Sharpvue 2x

Universal qPCR Master Mix (Biovue, Shanghai, China) and nuclease-

free water. The Sharpvue Human miRNA Primer Array-A-E v1.0

384-well (Biovue, Shanghai, China) was used, and the real-time PCR

was performed per the instructions in the Sharpvue miRNA qPCR

Kit. Each sample was detected by 1757 miRNA primers including

35 controls in five 384-well plates. Each plate contains three

endogenous controls (hsa-7SL-scRNA, hsa-RNU6B, and hsa-

RNU48) in duplicate and one no template control. miRNAs

expression levels were quantified using ABI 7900HT Fast Real-

Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, USA). The real-time PCR

reaction was incubated at 95uC for 2 minutes, followed by 3 cycles

of 96uC for 5 seconds and 60uC for 1 minute, 37 cycles of 96uC for

5 seconds and 60uC for 30 seconds, and running melting curve at

the end. EVA-Green dye and Rox dye were used as reporter and

reference, respectively. Details of miRNA detection are shown in

the Figure S1 in file S1.

Statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed using R and Bioconductor

packages. Of the 1722 miRNA assays and 2 endogenous control

assays (hsa-RNU6B, and hsa-RNU48), 1696 miRNAs had Ct

value below Ct = 32 (detection threshold) among at least 10% of

the detected 63 samples. The remaining 28 assays were removed

from further analysis. In order to remove differences in sample

RNA input, Quantile-Median method was used to process the raw

Ct measurements [15]. Samples that showed significant difference

in profiles (mean absolute difference, Bioconductor package

‘‘arrayQualityMetrics’’) were considered as outliers and were

removed from downstream analysis. This procedure removed

three OC tissues (two epithelial carcinoma tissue samples and one

epithelial ovarian cancer borderline tissue sample) and one normal

epithelial ovarian tissue sample.

Table 1. Summarized characteristics of tissue samples.

Characteristics

OC samples from epithelial
cells

OC samples from OC borderline
tissue

Control samples from epithelial
cells

(n = 41) (n = 7) (n = 15)

Median age at diagnosis (y) 57 57 56

Tumor histology

Serous 28 1

Mixed epithelial 1 5

Endometroid 6 0

Adenocarcinoma NOS 1 0

Clear cell 4 0

Undifferentiated 1 1

FIGO stage

I 7 7

II 5 0

III 27 0

IV 2 0

Tumor grade

1 8 0

2 11 0

3 17 1

Undetermined 5 6

OC = Ovarian Cancer.
y = years.
FIGO = the TNM and International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics.
Adenocarcinoma NOS = adenocarcinoma not otherwise specified.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096472.t001
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Differential expression analysis was performed on the remaining

59 samples using t-test (R package ‘‘limma’’). miRNAs producing

false discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted p-values below 0.1 and fold

change above 2 were called differentially expressed.

In order to develop a prediction algorithm for OC diagnosis

from a population of samples containing 39 epithelial ovarian

carcinoma tissues together with 6 epithelial ovarian cancer

borderline tissues and 14 normal epithelial ovarian tissues, three

classification methods were tested: support vector machine (SVM,

Bioconductor package ‘‘e1071’’), K-nearest neighbors (Biocon-

ductor package ‘‘class’’), and diagonal linear discriminant analysis

(Bioconductor package ‘‘sfsmisc’’). The performance of algorithms

was initially evaluated using leave-one-out cross validation

procedure for different number of predictor markers. For each

set of training samples, miRNAs were ranked based on their t-test

p-value generated when comparing cancer tissues against normal

tissues. The top n miRNAs (where n is allowed to range between 2

and 50) were used to build a prediction model based on the

information on training samples and applied to the remaining test

sample. Prediction class and probability were recorded for every

sample and classification algorithm. Stability of the miRNA

predictor lists used with training samples was evaluated by the

percent overlap of the top n miRNAs of these lists. Because of the

limited number of samples available for this study, the common

miRNA of these lists were chosen as the final list of predictors

(selected markers). Significant differences were determined using

the Student’s t-test and considered to be significant if P value,

0.05. In the analysis, sensitivity is defined as the percentage of

cancer tissues that are correctly identified as having this condition,

while specificity is defined as the percentage of normal tissues that

are correctly identified as normal.

Results

Clinical and Pathological findings
The clinical features of the 45 patients with OC and 14 normal

controls used in our study are summarized in Table 1. Ages of

patients with OC ranged from 20 to 81 years (median, 57 years)

while normal controls ranged between 21 and 75 years (median,

56). All these samples were diagnosed by pathology and had

macroscopic description. Per the 2012 Soft Tissue OC Guideline

of National Comprehensive Cancer Network, the different tumor

differentiation grades of patients in this study included the

following: 8 cases with grade I (16.7%), 11 cases with grade II

Figure 1. Comparison between 45 ovarian cancer (39 epithelial carcinoma and 6 borderline tissues) and 14 normal ovarian tissues.
A) The plot of miRNA assays used to profile compared samples: fold change (y-axis) against normalized Ct measurements. B) Volcano plot of the
resulting p-values of the t-test (y-axis) between the C and N groups. 305 miRNAs show FDR-adjusted p-values below 0.1 and fold change above 2
(shown in red). C) Hierarchical clustering (R package pvclust) of the 45 ovarian cancer tissues and 14 ovarian normal tissues based on top 50 most
variable miRNA assays. For each cluster in hierarchical clustering, quantities called p-values (approximately unbiased p-value (red) and Bootstrap
Probability p-value (green)) are calculated via multi-scale bootstrap resampling. P-value of a cluster is a value between 0 and 1, which indicates how
strong the cluster is supported by data. D) 17% of the variance observed in the Ct measurements of top 50 most variable miRNA assays across all
samples can be explained by sample pathology status (C or N). The remaining covariates considered here (source = hospital source, survival, tumor
histology, FIGO stage, tumor grade, relapse, and stage) explain 24% of the variance.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096472.g001
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Figure 2. Determination of error rates by leave-one-out cross validation vs. number of markers and miRNA markers overlapping. A)
Error rate produced by different classification algorithms as a function of the number of prediction markers used. Leave-one-out cross-validation
procedure was used to estimate resulting error rates. B) Percent overlapping of predictor miRNA selected from the different training sets of samples
used. C) Leave-one-out cross validation results: each sample class probability (y-axis) is estimated based on SVM model learned from all other
samples. Tissues (cancer black, normal red) are represented by classification probability of being cancer. D) ROC curve based on leave-one-out cross
validation results using SVM method.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096472.g002

Table 2. Selected list of biomarkers for ovarian cancer diagnosis.

Assay_Name miRID logFC AveExpr t P.Value adj.P.Val

hsa-miR-182 hsa-miR-182-5p 4.247 23.814 7.14 1.33E-09 1.44E-06

hsa-miR-183 hsa-miR-183-5p 4.517 25.219 7.078 1.70E-09 1.44E-06

hsa-miR-96 hsa-miR-96-5p 4.759 26.649 6.765 5.86E-09 3.31E-06

hsa-miR-1271 hsa-miR-1271-5p 22.44 25.811 26.536 1.44E-08 6.11E-06

hsa-miR-182# hsa-miR-182-3p 3.402 28.455 6.18 5.79E-08 1.97E-05

hsa-miR-574-3p hsa-miR-574-3p 21.636 20.244 25.998 1.17E-07 3.32E-05

hsa-miR-141# hsa-miR-141-5p 2.454 29.51 5.955 1.39E-07 3.37E-05

hsa-miR-130b# hsa-miR-130b-5p 1.905 27.94 5.858 2.02E-07 4.27E-05

hsa-miR-15b hsa-miR-15b-5p 1.452 18.971 5.787 2.66E-07 4.63E-05

hsa-miR-135b# hsa-miR-135b-3p 3.721 29.773 5.78 2.73E-07 4.63E-05

miRID = miRID from miRBase version 20.
Log FC = log fold change.
Ave. Expr = average expression.
Adj. P. Val = Adjustment of P Value.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096472.t002
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(23%), 18 cases with grade III (37.5%), and 11 cases with

undetermined (23%); and the tumor stages were 14 cases with

stage I (29.2%), 5 cases with stage II (10.4%), 27 cases with stage

III (56.3%), and 2 cases with stage IV (4.2%) cancers.

miRNA expression comparison
In order to remove differences in RNA inputs used to profile the

63 ovarian tissue samples in this study, the Quantile-Median

method [16] was used to process the raw Ct measurements.

Overall, the data of 59 ovarian tissue samples were analyzed for

the miRNA expression.

To investigate the ability to identify a miRNA expression

signature of OC from tissue samples, miRNA expression profiles of

59 ovarian tissue RNA samples collected from 39 epithelial cancer

tissue samples, 6 epithelial ovarian cancer borderline tissue

samples, and 14 normal epithelial ovarian tissue samples were

analyzed using the 1696 miRNA assays detected (Ct,32) in at

least 10% of the samples in this study. The 45 OC tissues were

compared to the 14 normal ovarian tissues using t-test. 305

miRNAs were found to have FDR-adjusted p-value below 0.1 and

fold change above 2. A summary of these findings are presented in

Figure 1. Differentially-expressed miRNAs spanned a large range

of Ct values and fold changes.

Comparison of miRNA expression between different
types of EOC tissue samples

The miRNA expression of the 59 tissue samples that were

compared included 45 samples comprising the C group [including

39 epithelial ovarian cancer tissue samples (CE group) and 6

epithelial ovarian cancer borderline tissue samples (CB group)]

and 14 normal epithelial ovarian tissue samples (N group).

The hierarchical clustering of the miRNAs was shown by FDR-

adjusted p-values below 0.1 and fold-change above 2 (red point).

The comparisons for 335 differentially-expressed miRNAs in the

CE and N groups are shown in the Figure S2 in file S1. In

contrast, no candidate miRNAs were observed when the CB

group was compared with the N group (Figure S3 in file S1) and

when the CE group was compared with the CB group (Figure S4

in file S1). The reduced number of cancer borderline tissues

available for this study could limit the power in detecting

significant changes and explain the lack of changes observed in

these comparisons.

Biomarker selection
Accuracy of the three tested methods for different number of

predictor markers ranging between 2 and 50 is shown in Figure 2.

Prediction accuracy was relatively similar between the methods

used, and a better performance for classification models was based

Figure 3. Ovarian cancer classification performance for the 10 selected miRNAs (Table 2) using SVM algorithm and leave-one-out
cross-validation. A) Prediction probabilities (ovarian cancer) for each sample used in this study (C = Cancer; N = Normal). B) ROC curve. C) Prediction
error across different tissue groups: normal tissue (N), epithelial carcinomas tissues (CE) and borderline tissues (CB). D) Prediction error within tumor
grade groups [Increased error in lower grade samples (but not significant)].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096472.g003
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on reduced number of miRNA markers (Figure 2A). Stability (y-

axis) measured as percent overlap between the lists of miRNA

markers used for classification (59 in this analysis, one for each

sample used for testing) is presented in Figure 2B as a function of

number of markers used (x-axis). As expected, the overlap between

the selected lists of miRNA predictors increased to approximately

90% when prediction was based on 11 or more markers,

suggesting a reduced effect in marker selection step from

individual samples.

miRNA screening and testing between the ovarian
cancer and normal groups

The 10 common miRNAs across the lists of used markers for

predictions based on 11 miRNAs were selected as final list of

biomarkers for OC diagnosis. Some characteristics of these

miRNAs, including fold change between cancer and normal

tissues together with the t-test p-values and FDR-adjusted p-

values, are presented in Table 2. The 10 miRNAs included miR-

1271-5p and miR-574-3p, which had significantly lower expres-

sion (P values are presented in Table 2) levels in the ovarian cancer

group (C group) than in the normal group. In contrast, other

miRNAs such as miR-182-5p, miR-183-5p, miR-96-5p, miR-15b-

5p, miR-182-3p, miR-141-5p, miR-130b-5p, and miR-135b-3p

had a significantly higher expression level in ovarian cancer tissue

sample group (C group) than in the normal group (P values are

presented in Table 2).

The classification performance of the selected 10 miRNAs for

SVM algorithm after the use of leave-one-out cross-validation

procedure is presented in Figure 3. Since the list of selected

miRNA used all samples, the performance presented here might

be an overestimate of the true one. This was reflected in the

improved accuracy of prediction performance when marker

selection step was independent on the testing set of samples

(Figure 3). The observed accuracy was 86%, while the observed

accuracy for selected markers was 96%. The sensitivity in

detecting OC based on selected markers was 97%, while the

specificity was 92% with an area under the curve (AUC) of the

resulting receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of 0.978.

No significant differences were observed across the major clinical

factors collected for samples tested in this study (Figure 3D).

Discussion

In order to find specific profiles of tissue-derived miRNAs of

EOC, a comparative study was performed using a qRT-PCR

array platform between 45 epithelial cells tissue samples from

patients with EOC and 14 epithelial cells normal tissue samples

from healthy controls. The study revealed that 10 dysregulated

miRNA signature among which hsa-miR-1271-5p and hsa-miR-

574-3p were down-regulated; and hsa-miR-182-5p, hsa-miR-183-

5p, hsa-miR-96-5p, hsa-miR-182-3p, hsa-miR-141-5p, hsa-miR-

15b-5p, hsa-miR-130b-5p, and hsa-miR-135b-3p were overex-

pressed in ovarian cancer tissues. These findings could effectively

distinguish OC tissues from ovarian normal tissues, implying the

presence of specific miRNAs in EOC. The 10-miRNA signature

identified in the study may contribute to better understanding of

the mechanism of EOC tumorigenesis and development and also

help in the diagnosis of EOC.

miRNA expression system used in the study possessed the

following significant advantages: (1) the largest collection of

validated assays (1722 human miRNAs in miRBase v 20.0), (2)

one of the largest detection range (up to 6 orders of magnitude), (3)

the most sensitive detection (down to a single copy number), (4) the

highest specificity (,3% cross-reactivity among 8 members of let-7

family). Three different classification methods were used with a

leave-one-out cross validation procedure to minimize errors. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the largest scale of miRNAs

(1722) expression profiling study conducted using qRT-PCR so

far.

We had analyzed the variance decomposition of cancer and

normal tissue samples and showed the result in figure 1D. We

recognized that there is no correlation with the hospital source,

survival, the tumor histology, the disease stage, the tumor grade

and even the relapse, except the samples (normal tissue samples vs.

malignant tissue samples). More importantly, the 10 miRNAs

discriminated the EOC group from normal group with high

sensitivity and specificity, suggesting their potential value for early

detection of OC. They indicated that the classification of C group

from N group could be expected to have 97% sensitivity and 92%

specificity.

The 10-miRNA signature identified in the study showed

prominent differentiation between EOC from normal controls.

Among these miRNAs, miR-96, miR-182 and miR-183 are

clustered at one locus of the chromosome 7 [17] and miR-141-5p

belongs to the miR-200 family, which is clustered on the

chromosomes 12. Not just miR-141, we further found that other

members (200a/b/c) of miR200 family are also overexpressed in

EOC comparing to the normal (Table 3). Both two miRNA

clusters are well-known oncogenic miRNA clusters that have been

extensively reported to involve in tumor genesis in many types of

tumors [18–20]. The miR-200 family members were reported to

target ZEB1 and ZEB2, ZEB transcription factors are crucial

repressors of BMP signaling, and Peart et al reported that BMP

signaling controls the malignant potential of ascites-derived

human epithelial ovarian cancer spheroids via AKT kinase

activation [21]. The members (miR200b and miR429) of

miR200 family were reported to be significantly associated with

ovarian cancer recurrence and overall survival [18]. For miR183-

96-182 cluster, Xu reported that overexpressed miR-182 and

miR-96 targeting fork head box O3 plays a significant role in the

pro-proliferation effect of leptin on ovarian cancer cells [22]. miR-

182 was reported to directly and negatively regulates an important

tumor suppressor, programmed cell death 4 (PDCD4) in OC [23].

miR-183 is confirmed to have negative regulatory effects on

Tiam1 expression, which contributes to the invasive, migratory,

and viability properties of OC cells [24]. A recent study by

sequencing small RNAs from isogenic p21+/+ and p212/2 cells

demonstrated that the several miRNA clusters, miR-200b-200a-

429, miR-200c-141 and miR-183-96-182 were down-regulated in

p21-deficient cells, if adding antagonizing miR-200 and miR-183-

96-182 cluster miRNAs in p21+/+ cells, it increased invasion and

elevated the levels of VIM, ZEB1 and SLUG mRNAs, which are

common targets of miR-183 and miR-96. The study further found

that p21 forms a complex with ZEB1 at the miR-183-96-182

cluster promoter to inhibit transcriptional repression of this cluster

by ZEB1 suggesting a reciprocal feedback loop [25]. Some studies

have found that miR-200 family members were up-regulated in

serous epithelial ovarian cancer cell line as well as in serum from

patients with serous epithelial ovarian cancer [26,27].

These results suggest that the clusters of the miR-183-96-182

and miR200 play a very important role in EOC and may be used

as potential diagnostic biomarkers for EOC detection as well as

have therapeutic potential for the suppression of ovarian cancer

proliferation and invasion.

The SVM model was further used with profiling data generated

from epithelial cell samples as training data to test epithelial

ovarian cancer borderline tissue samples. Six out of the 7 OC

samples were predicted as OC, which indicated that the identified

Ten miRNAs in Human EOC
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signature could also be useful to detect OC from borderline tissue

samples (data not shown). However, this may need a larger sample

size for confirmation. However, no significant miRNAs could

separate CB from N group, or CB from CE group. This could be

attributed to the reduced power in detecting differences between

39 of epithelial ovarian cancer samples (CE) and 6 epithelial

ovarian cancer borderline tissue samples (CB). Further studies with

larger sample size are needed to confirm this explanation.

Some important differences in miRNAs were also observed for a

separation of epithelial ovarian cancer samples (without the

epithelial ovarian cancer borderline tissue samples) from normal

samples. The seven dysregulated miRNAs including hsa-miR-182-

5p, hsa-miR-183-5p, hsa-miR-96-5p, hsa-miR-1271-5p, hsa-miR-

182-3p, hsa-miR-1468-5p, and hsa-miR-135b-3p (Table S1 in file

S1) were confirmed by the AUC of ROC curve (AUC = 0.965)

with 97% sensitivity and 85% specificity (Figure S5 in file S1). 6

out of these 7 miRNAs (hsa-miR-182-5p, hsa-miR-183-5p, hsa-

miR-96-5p, hsa-miR-1271-5p, hsa-miR-182-3p, and hsa-miR-

135b-3p) are in the 10-miRNAs signature. The 10 unique miRNA

profiles distinguished epithelial ovarian tumor tissue samples

including epithelial ovarian cancer tissue samples and epithelial

ovarian cancer bound line tissue samples from normal epithelial

ovarian tissue samples with 97% sensitivity and 92% specificity.

The expression profile of 7 miRNA signature was also able to

classify epithelial ovarian cancer tissue samples and normal

epithelial ovarian tissues. These findings may provide a basis for

future studies on clinical value of tumor miRNAs in predicting

therapeutic efficacy, maintaining surveillance, and forecasting

prognosis and help better understanding of the mechanism of

epithelial ovarian tumor genesis and development.

Supporting Information

File S1 Supporting information figures. Figure S1,
Overview of the experimental design. Figure S2, Com-

parison between the ovarian epithelial carcinomas
tissue (CE group) and normal tissue (N group). A) MA

plot of assays used to profile compared samples. B) Volcano plot of

the resulting p-values of the t-test between the CE and the N

groups. 335 miRNAs shows adjusted p-values (FDR) below 0.1

and fold-changes above 2 (shown in red). C) Hierarchical

clustering of CE and N groups based on top 50 most variable

miRNA assays. Figure S3, Comparison between the ovarian

borderline tissue (CB group) and normal tissue (N group). A) MA

plot of assays used to profile compared samples. B) Volcano plot of

the resulting p-values of the t-test between the CB and the N

groups. No miRNA shows adjusted p-values (FDR) below 0.1 and

fold-changes above 2 (shown in red). C) Hierarchical clustering of

CB and N group based on top 50 most variable miRNA assays.

Figure S4, Comparison between the ovarian epithelial
carcinomas tissue (CE group) and ovarian borderline
tissue (CB group). A) MA plot of assays used to profile

compared samples. B) Volcano plot of the resulting p-values of the

t-test between CE and CB groups. No miRNAs shows adjusted p-

values (FDR) below 0.1 and fold-changes above 2 (shown in red).

C) Hierarchical clustering of CE and CB groups based on top 50

most variable miRNA assays. Figure S5, Seven selected
miRNAs comparing CE group with normal group. A)

Prediction probability of SVM, 53 samples with an errors = 3

(0.06.0.05). B) Area under the curve (AUC = 0.965) estimation

for the microRNA panel in the CE group from the normal group.
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